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BATES TRACKMEN COMPETING IN NEW ENGLANDS AT M. I. T.

Garnet Outfit Should Easily Take Third Place At Meet
Team Determined to Avenge Defeat of Last Saturday "Osise" Chapman's Chances in Half-mile Bright

Friday and Saturday of this week the English Track Team will be in Boston for the New England Inter-collegiate Track Meet held at the M. I. T. Stadium.

To this New England classic which Bates has entered only two years, the New England Inter-collegiate Track Meet, B.C. has sent for the second year a strong team of undergraduates except Harvard, Yale and Boston University. Watrous, Heath, Cross and Molin with powerful and well balanced teams have been as strong competitors. There is no need for a team ever to represent the College.

Coach J enkels will take with him all the pointwinners. Some State Meet and others whose work is not sure to be selected for B.C. Losot BATES' State Meets within the last five places and next Saturday the Robb will be right in the line. The Bates robins will be facing a first place and with the bowles may surprise the track world by taking the meet.

Determined to avenge their defeat in the second place at the New England meet in "Osise" Chapman B.C.'s has one of the best half mile runners in New England and at least a second place man in the next half meet Saturday he will be doing his best to make good. In this数千, Capt. Whaley, Chesley, Watercolor Hill and Bobb Obsidian were the Mile Champs are sure to be right up with the leaders in the middle distance as the B.C.'s have two places in the broad jump and "Stauce" Pete sold at fifty cents for all over the new shorties. B.C. is the New England soccer leaders. Watrous, Heath in the javelin should add a few points to the Bates score.

Fail Attempt to Interview Coolidge

New York, N. Y. (by New Student Service) President Coolidge does not intend to go to New England to meet college students for he has announced that he needs 3,000 more votes to win the State of Massachusetts for he is the only one that could be of help to B.C. in the next State Meet. Although B.C. won by ten points over the Black and White, neither had a fighter in the javelin but Bobb Obsidian when he is throwing nine times, will be the leading man.

B.C. is the series leader in the javelin, and must expect some trouble from the Slate. All bets are off if the Black and White have four three up men and a thrower. Pulling the hard-knuckle again tomorrow morning the Rank and invite the leaders to write the word defeat all over the face of the B.C. man.

Next Friday, the Black and White will come off on their way to New England, and whichever team will win the State Meet will be the leader for the Annual Jaunt.

Barnett Winters from Connecticut Aggies

Chick Holds Boys from Nutmeg State, Seven Scattered Hits

The Wiggins bashed the apple of the eye out of the Bobcat, and sent the ball to the left field corner. A fighting Bobcat hurleder the first Aggie, but in the second frame the basemen and first baseman were not able to shut out the first man as usual. Hates counted three hits when the first frame was opened in the. The Bates' rooters are predicting that Bates will win the series.

The Bates' rooters are predicting that Bates will win the series.
THAT JOB

Spring is the accepted time for "just general bowing about." The student wanders about the newly green fields and woodlands with his thoughts—only a bookworm could be content to remain indifferently in the library; the hordes bow down to the pastures contentedly taking in the essential matter of a silo gained by the careful grazing of thousands of those about to graduate from college browse about the larger pastures of the business world, sometimes with a bit less contentment, in search of suitable positions. It is because of the latter fact that we venture to give the following extracts from Rita Hale's article "Are You Looking for a Job?" in the current issue of McCall's. The article was originally intended for young women, but it contains many suggestions which are equally helpful to everyone.

"If you are considering a job, begin by analysing yourself and the job you wish to have and that training? What are the concrete demands of the job you want? What training does it require? What are the chances for a beginner? How long and hard is the pull to the places higher up, and what is there when one finally reaches the top? Think intelligently about all these things. Be sure that the concrete facts on which you will have to do, hour after hour, day after day, will interest you, that it is not the romantic glamour of the peaks of the occupation that catches your eye. Face squarely just what cog you will be in the wheel, and base your decision on that, not on the advantages of the presidency of the concern."

"Your job with confidence in yourself, in your fitness for it and your ability to get it. If you can do so with proper modesty, make the employer feel that he needs you more than you need the job, if you can contribute to the business. But don't let your confidence become cockiness. Don't make the president fearful for his own job if he permits you to get a foothold in the concern."

Attraction Students! Have you any hobbies that you think campus members would be interested in? Here it is.

What is the difference between the president of the sophomore class and the president of the United States? (Ans.) Cat Conkling did not choose it.

One day last week, the inmates of Parker Hall were privileged to immerse for the presence of a large number of students on the campus. One of the most obvious particularities sought the reason for this unusual gathering.

On the back side of the Hall, near the side of the old gym, these youngsters were engaged in the beautiful art of planting a tree. The ritual accompanying this little ceremony was quite uncommon, when we stop to consider the thought that is locked inside.

In the course of a year here in college, many events take place with more or less pump and press agentry. But the act of three children, as naturally beautiful as a baby'sFrance, over forty different United States.

The benefits to be derived from such an occupation is not on the advantages of the presidency of the concern."
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at Colby a week ago last Friday and disappear in a cloud of smoke. Such gyms that when they become old and the equipment and antiques were carefully head-lines “Students Jeer as Old Colby lolution whereby the girls were to take a five figure salary as the fellow who likely to acquire a private office and with high marks is more than twice as age men who were good students have

“Students Jeer as Old Colby” by Walter S. Gilford, President W i l l i a m e t t e College has passed through, leaving hundreds of memories to life. The student body passed a resolution that the cemeteries of the fellows for two weeks. They were called for their duty and paid for them. Probably the ones were broke by the end of two weeks and were glad that their years only once in four years.

The boy who graduates from college with high marks is more than twice as likely to acquire a private office and a five figure salary as the fellow who was poor student who is sue in the highest third of their group in college and Dr. Bell

...and to have as delegates not only (Democratic) May 18 and 19. There are advantages both to the high marks in college and salaried positions after graduation.

“Men in the first third of their college work in the highest third of their group in salaried positions after graduation. The percentage of the students who are poor students who are not success in college is not less than one in two. The percentage of the students who are poor students who are not success in college is only in the highest third of their group in salaried positions after graduation.

“Men in the first third of their college work in the highest third of their group in salaried positions after graduation.

Robert Montgomery Brum of Portland was the winner of the first annual scholarship in the University of Maine.

“I have no doubt,” said Mr. Gilford, “that in the Bell System, on the average, the lower the financial standing, the better the people are for those who wish to get into the profession of teaching.

There are advantages both to the higher marks in college and salaried positions after graduation.
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“...are the three or four most important of the industrial revolution.
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BATES LOSES TO MAINE IN MEET
(Continued from Page 1)

in the field events and taking unex-
pected points on the sprints. Black's
throw of the hammer just missed by a
few inches of breaking the record
throw of 168 feet 4 inches held by
Toucell of Rowdoin. Reckler of Maine
heave of the hammer just missed by a
broad jump of 22 feet 1 inch and
won the pole vault at 11 feet 10 inches
throw of 168 feet 8 inches held by
Lewiston Shoe Hospital

Time, 23 3/5.

Time. 4:27.

second, Royd.   Time  2f>  2-5   seconds.

of the Pale Bine in the field events.

Time, 165 feet and four inches.

Black, Maine; third, Brown, Rowdoin.

among Knowlton. Rates: Wood, Row-

Davis, Maine; third, Kephart, Bow-

Maine. Winning vault, 11 feet and 10

inches.

Hammer Throw

Won by Black, Maine; second, Mil-

ano, Bates; third, Wilson, Bates. Time,

168 feet and 4 1/2 inches.

Pole Vault

Won by Reckler, Maine; second, Har-

ding, Maine; third, Kephart, Bow-

The Results Rand vied with bands

Sleeping and eating a Specialty.

registered Druggist

A1 in Drugs and Medicines

J. W. White Co

for a haircut or a share

BILL THE BARBER

583 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Maine

Telephone 2463-E.

We solicit the business of Bates Students


STAY ON THE FAIRWAY; STICK TO CAMELS!

Somewhere between your collar-button and the bottom of your plus-fours there's a smoke-spot—seeking "fill-fullment." The vast majority of jobbies who feel that in ard 'basket' have discovered what to do about it. They pull a cool cloud of joy away down into it—and slowly exhale fragrant Camel smoke.

Tobacco science has produced in Camel a superb blend of the choicest Turkish and Domestica tobaccos. Just revel once in the delicious, quivering aroma of a cloud of Camel smoke. We'll bet a caddie to a left-handed

Danny R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.

The College Store

Operates with a minimum of profit to Serve the Students of Bates

TUFTS BROTHERS

Printers

Rubber Stamp Manufacturers

193 Middle St., Lewiston, Maine

LaFlamme

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR THOSE WHO DISCRIMINATE

265 Lisbon Street Cor. Chestnut Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

LEWISTON TRUST COMPANY

LEWISTON, MAINE

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF BATES STUDENTS

We Compliments of J. W. White Co.

FINE ATHLETIC GOODS

WELLS SPORTING GOODS CO.

AUBURN, MAINE

COLLEGE MEN LIKE OUR CLOTHES

J. W. WHITE CO.

Hot or Cold

Make sure to see

BILL THE BARBER

for a cut or a shave

ALSO

Shaving and Eating a Specialty

DENTIST

LaFlamme

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF BATES STUDENTS

Compliments of J. W. White Co.

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON

Telephone 2086-G.

LEWISTON, MAINE

registered druggist

prescriptions a specialty

also, apollo chocolate

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist

208 Main Street, Cor. Bates.

J. H. STETSON CO., Inc.

SPORTING GOODS

Agency for Wright & Ditson

65 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Maine

Telephone 119

NORRIS-HAYDEN LAUNDARY

Room 2, West Parker

We solicit your patronage

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

7 SABATTUS ST.

Caters to Bates Students
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